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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome – thanks for having me with you today and thank you in advance for your time and your participation.  <Enter>
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Welcome! 

 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This session will be 30 minutes and we have an aggressive and action packed agenda…. So let’s get started!Here’s our ground rules – participate, ask questions and support your peers.  Expectations – let’s all learn something new today.<Enter>



Agenda 

Introductions 
Creative Thinking @ Work 
What’s stopping us from being creative? 
Solve a problem using creative thinking 
Strategies for rewarding creative thinking 
Wrap up  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s our agenda for our time together today.I’m Mike Harttrup – I’m a learning leader with well seasoned instructional design skills for classroom, blended and online learning.  I was a curriculum developer for over 6 years at Sun Life Financial @ Westmount and also over 10 years in academia (designing and delivering courses and workshops for U of Waterloo, U of Guelph and Conestoga College). Ask: Can you tell us about yourself in 10 words or less?Read the bullets and add some context, as required.<Enter>



At the end this session, you 
will be able to… 
Define creative thinking in the context of the 

workplace 
Explain how creative thinking adds value 
Discuss real and perceived obstacles to creative 

thinking at work 
Demonstrate solving a problem creatively  
Discuss strategies for rewarding creativity at 

work. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
<click enter> …. And we’ll see how inspiration and problem solving is included as part of that definition. <click enter> … and personal and professional value will be explored<click enter><click enter>…with a real problem<click enter> and …<Enter>



Creative thinking @ work 

Value 

Commit 
to ideas 

Generate 
ideas 

Present 
concepts 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask: How would you define creative thinking at work?  Possible definitions: It’s a proactive approach to solving problems.  Creative thinking can be described as inventive thinking, clever, original and imaginative. Creative thinking is a part of innovation – because innovation is creativity with a use. (Innovation is a response to a problem)Ask: How does creativity add value?  Possible answers:  It may be hard to quantify, but it adds value when it’s ideas are driven to the decision makers, leaders, peers or others.  It adds value to the person, the team and the organization.  It brings more money in the door!Gather all answers and comments.  Note them on the whiteboard.Ask:  What ideas or actions in your team are not considered creative thinking?  Is it creative if example of someone bringing brownies to the office meeting?What about someone recommending a team building event at Adventure room? Is that demonstrating creative thinking?Are we clear which of these adds real value?-:Benson Honig  McMaster prof states: Entrepreneuriship is about learning to forge your ideas into workable business concepts, research them, commit them to paper, and present them in a way to be tested to the demands of the market.  Could this be aligned with creative thinnking too?<Enter>



 Stress at work 
 Process 

improvement 
systems 

 Diversity is non- 
existent 

 Stagnant 
environment 

 “There is no reward 
or incentive for 
creative ideas in my 
role!” 
 

Perceived 
 “My ideas are not 

welcome!” 
 A perception of 

competition 
 There is no reward for 

creative ideas 
 Parameters can be 

limiting 
 

Real 

What’s stopping us from being 
creative? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-: A real obstacle is any barrier that exists in real physical and tangible form that prevents something from happening.A perceived obstacle is a barrier that exists in the mind or psyche of the individual or the team or organization that prevents something from happening.Ask: Let’s brainstorms real and perceived obstacles or  threats to the creative thinking process.Ask one of the participants to use the white board Once the ideas are gathered… <click enter>Expand on bullets<click enter>Expand on bulletsAsk: Do you see any relationship between these barriers?Possible answers:  some of the real could be seen as perceived and vice versa.Notes:Social identities  (who you identify with) , and diversity are helpful for idea generation.<Enter>



Solving a problem 

Help a new team member’s onboarding 
experience! 

Take 4 minutes to solve the problem – pay 
attention to the process, and whether your 
proposed solution is “awesomely creative” or 
“super-creative”!  

We’ll then take 2 minutes to see your plans, and 
debrief the activity. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-:  This is a problem  that you must solve.  Read out the instructions from the sheet. Are there any questions. Ask questions about how they came about their plans and thank the learners.<Enter>



Strategies for rewarding 
creative thinking 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask: What strategies does Manulife use to reward creative thinking? Note the answers on the whiteboard.Possible answers:  �-a innovation/ creativity prize awarded every quarter for a team that provides a solution towards continuous improvement.-People skills area in the annual performance plan needs to be valued, and monetize it.-formalize the creative aspect of suggestions that teams bring forward.-: There is a saying:  One doesn’t manage creativity. One manages for creativity.  What does that mean?-: Often creativity is too elusive and intangible to pin down—or because concentrating on creativity produced a less immediate payoff than improving execution,  and therefore it hasn’t been the focus of most managers’ attention.  <Enter>



Questions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-: Today -- we looked at defining new opportunities for creative thinkers, how they gain value, we discussed barriers to creativity, and looked at ways to foster and reward it.Thanks for your input today.
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